
Myth of Song of Our Keepers 
❖ In the very beginning the world was silent with nothing but a singular tree and a 

celestial planetary being.  

❖ The planetary being feeling alone created many living beings and allowed these being 

to live upon its own body. 

❖ As time passed by many different creatures inhabited this world as each try to find its 

own place in this strange world.  

❖ They formed groups, clans, tribes to pursue the truth of why they existed and what their 

purpose fully was to their land that they worshipped as their god. 

❖ The god watched over these people as they bonded, created homes and eventually 

family. 

❖ It was then that the god finally found something to end it loneliness and so it informed 

the people of it wants and soon new children were born from these clan.  

❖ The people noticed how different these children were to. Their looks and body were 

different to their own. They had strange abilities and had the symbol of their god, so 

they were known as the children of the world. 

❖ The people believed that they found what would give them answer – so these children 

were dubbed Keepers (Children of the world) 

❖ Immediately they gathered to discuss the situation. However, as some answer came 

more question surfaced. What were they do about the beings? How are they supposed to 

behave in front of these divine beings?  

❖ The elders finally came up with their answer – to have a set of laws everyone was to 

follow when it came to their divine Keepers 

➢ None Shall Upset the World’s Divine Children—Our Keepers 

➢ Our Keepers Are to Live in Their Own Housing 

➢ None but the Other Keepers shall interact with them 

➢ None Shall Give False Name to Keepers *They Are to be Only Call Keepers* 

➢ None Shall Give Them Materialistic Objects  



❖ They lived by those rules and all the while learning more about them. One such thing 

was that the closer they stood to their keepers the more they were affected by them and 

vice versa. 

❖ Time had with the keepers created a sense of fear within the people. And soon that fear 

turn to anger. And as such they gather to see what shall be done. 

❖ The elders declared that if the keepers remain here and not in their divine place the 

keepers were in danger of being tainted. And it was their duty to restore the keepers to 

their purity.  

❖ Their solution was that they must kill the sinful mortal form that the keepers kept. 

❖ However unknown to them the keepers had heard the whole plan. The keepers were 

saddened by this. Not only were they treated as things to be worship now they were 

endangered by these very same people. 

❖ The keepers ran to the celestial being about their plight. The knowledge of the 

mistreatment angered the god.  

❖ It wasn’t long before all hell broke loose when the people attempted to killing the 

keeper, they dubbed the easiest.  

❖ However much to their surprise their plan ended in failure as while the keepers could 

experience pain they couldn’t die 

❖ And so, the people were punished for their crimes. Their land was taken from them as 

they were placed into an eternal prison without any of gifts given to them. The god 

extended the punishment from them to their descendants to come.  

❖ While the people were punished the keepers looked over their sibling to realize that 

their forms had begun to change a bit. They were becoming like the god they looked to 

as their parent.  

❖ To prevent more changes to their body they went down from their land to see people as 

to be closer. Through this mean they met people would treat them well and had been 

given names.  

❖ These people were gifted with the power of the keepers and became their guardian and 

protectors.  


